We revisit the classic basic counting problem in the distributed streaming model. In the solution for maintaining an ( , δ)-estimate, we make the following new contributions:
. The generalized system setting in distributed basic counting.
at every stream element can be unaffordable. For example, a typical OC48 link transfers 2.5 Gbits per second and AT&T backbone networks carry over 15 petabytes of data traffic on an average business day. Deploying a streaming algorithm for monitoring purpose to process every data element in such massive data streams is very computationally expensive and can greatly hurt the performance of the system. The goal of sublinear-time algorithms is to solve computational problems without having to look at every input data element. However, in sublinear time algorithm design, the input data is often stored statically [12, 17, 23, 24] , meaning we can visit any part of the input data at any time if needed.
In this paper, we demonstrate that designing a sublinear-time algorithm for streaming data processing is also possible, without losing accuracy guarantee compared with linear-time streaming algorithms. In particular, we propose the first streaming algorithm for the distributed basic counting problem using time sublinear of the stream size in the average case. To our best knowledge, the best prior result [14] for basic counting over distributed streams has to visit every stream element at least once and thus needs a time cost at least linear of the stream size in any case. Table 1 The performance comparison between GT's method and ours.
GT's [14] Ours Note In particular, the ( , 0)-estimate is also called -estimate.
Definition 1.2 (γ -Random bit stream).
A bit stream {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a n } is a γ -random bit stream, if all the bits in the stream are mutually independent and Pr[a i = 1] ≥ γ , for i = 1, 2, . . . , n, where 0 < γ < 1 is a constant.
The notion of γ -random bit stream reveals the sparseness and randomness of a bit stream. It requires the minimum statistical characteristic of a stream and thus can fit to capture the distribution of many real-world streams. For example:
(1) Well coded and compressed online video, audio, and image streams would have roughly equal number of 1's and 0's (otherwise the stream should and can be better coded and compressed.), so they can be roughly viewed as γ -random streams, where γ ≈ 0.5. (2) A network traffic stream can be roughly viewed as a γ -random stream, if γ portion of the bits in the traffic are 1-bits. (3) A sensor in a sensor network generates a 1-bit to report an event and a 0-bit if nothing happened during a fixed amount of time. If the probability of an event is γ , the event bit stream can be roughly viewed as a γ -random stream.
Our contribution
We designed a novel sampling technique that enables us to sample the stream without having to check every stream element. By using this fast sampling technique, we are able to boost GT's processing speed in maintaining an ( , δ)-estimate of the distributed basic counting with negligible extra space usage. Table 1 summarizes the performance comparison between our method and GT's. Below is the contribution of our work.
1. Theoretical results.
(1) The average total processing time for a γ -random bit stream is reduced from GT's n log 1 δ to O 1 γ 2 log 2 n log 1 δ , because GT's method has to check every stream element at least once, whereas our method does not have to look at every stream element using our new sampling technique. Our method not only exponentially improves the overall processing speed, providing the first sublinear-time algorithm in the average case, but also provides a new tradeoff that a lower accuracy demand (a larger value for ) promises a faster processing speed, whereas GT's method spends n log 1 δ time regardless of the accuracy demand.
(2) Our method's worst-case total processing time matches GT's (n log(1/δ)), which is necessary. However, this worstcase time cost rarely occurs with our method, whereas GT's method always needs (n log(1/δ)) time in any case. (3) Each processor uses O ((1/ 2 + log n) log(1/δ) log n) bits of workspace in our method. Compared with GT's space usage of O ((1/ 2 ) log(1/δ) log n) bits, our method's extra space usage is a lower-order term for any real-world bit stream and a reasonably small (say ≤ 0.1) and is indeed undetectable in our experiments with both real-world and synthetic data. Further, this extra space cost occurs only O (log n) times in average during the stream processing.
(4) The workspace at the referee and the communication cost between the processors and the referee in our method remains the same as GT's. 2. Experimental results. We conducted a comprehensive experimental study using both real-world and synthetic data. All experimental results show that our method is faster than GT's by a factor of several to several hundreds depending on the stream size and accuracy demand. Our method can potentially save the vast majority of the processing time and energy that is consumed by GT's method in the real-world deployment, where the stream size can be nearly unbounded. All experiments also show that the OS does not detect any extra space cost used by our method compared with GT's. 3. New technique of independent interest. The fast sampling technique we propose can also be of other independent interest in the design of sampling-based algorithms solving other problems.
Paper organization
After a survey of related work, we will present a high-level overview of our method in Section 3, where we will introduce the structure of the coordinated adaptive sampling and show the opportunity for boosting. We will then introduce the new sampling technique for boosting in Section 4. By plugging the faster sampling technique into the coordinated adaptive sampling, we are able to present the complete picture of our method in Section 5. The details of a comprehensive experimental study using both real-world and synthetic data are given in Section 6. This paper is concluded by Section 7.
Related work
In this section, we summarize the results on basic counting in the streaming model under various constraints and settings. For a broader overview of stream processing, we refer readers to the surveys [2, 21] .
While the small-space basic counting of a whole single stream is trivial, it becomes much harder when counting the number of 1-bits on the union of multiple geographically distributed streams. It is shown in [19] that (n) bits of workspace is necessary for an exact answer even for randomized algorithms, where n is the size of each single stream. Datar et al. [11] considered the basic counting on a single stream, given the constraint of sliding windows. It is easy to show (N) bits is required to maintain the exact knowledge of how many 1-bits in a sliding window of size N, representing the most recently received N bits. They further showed a space lower bound of ((1/ ) log 2 ( N)) bits for both deterministic and randomized algorithms for maintaining an -estimate of the basic counting over a sliding window of size N. They also proposed an exponential histogram based deterministic algorithm that guarantees an -estimate using workspace matching the above space lower bound, but their algorithm cannot work for the union of multiple bit streams under the sliding windows model. Gibbons and Tirthapura [15] solved this new challenge by extending and applying their technique from [14] to the sliding window setting over multiple streams. Instead of maintaining one sample as was done in [14] for the case without sliding window, they maintain log N samples because the number of 1-bits in the sliding window can vary over time depending upon the input stream and thus one fixed good sample probability cannot be predetermined beforehand. By maintaining multiple samples, their technique is able to pick the best samples with the right sample probabilities from the multiple processors at the query time, so that the referee is guaranteed to have a good estimate for the basic counting on the union of the bit streams over the sliding window.
Xu et al. [28] considered the sliding window based basic counting on an asynchronous stream, where the arrival order of the stream elements is not necessarily the same as the order at which they were created. Such an asynchronous stream model is motivated by the real-world scenarios such as network data packets being received out of order at the destination due to the network delay and multi-path routing. The core idea of their solution is mostly identical to the one from [15] but is modified for asynchronous streams. It is also easy to extend their solution so that it can work for the union of multiple streams. Busch and Tirthapura [5] later also solved the asynchronous stream basic counting problem over sliding windows for one stream. Their solution is deterministic and is based on a novel data structure called splittable histogram, but it is not clear how to extend their method to multiple streams.
The coordinated random sampling technique [14] can also be used for counting F 0 [1, 4, 18] , the number of distinct elements, over one or the union of multiple data streams, with or without sliding windows [13] [14] [15] . Pavan and Tirthapura [22] generalized the data stream model in the calculation for F 0 . In their stream model, every stream element is no longer a single integer but is a range of continuous integers. The F 0 is defined as the number of distinct integers in the union of the ranges that have been received in the stream. A trivial solution is to expand each range into a sequence of integers and use an existing F 0 algorithm to process each integer. The time cost for processing a range will then be at least linear of the range size, which is not acceptable when the range size is large. They proposed a divide and conquer based strategy, such that the time cost for processing each range is only a logarithm of the range size. Part of the idea behind our new sampling technique presented in this paper is inspired by their work.
All these related work need to observe each stream element at least once, leading to their time costs to be at least linear of the stream size.
A high-level overview
The high-level structure of our method is the coordinated adaptive sampling by Gibbon and Tirthapura [14] , but uses a different hash function for the random sampling. We exploit the properties of the hash function, so that we can do random sampling over the data stream without having to check every stream element.
Coordinated adaptive random sampling
Alice and Bob use the same sampling procedure and the sample size, so we will only describe the behavior of Alice.
Random sampling Alice maintains a sample of some known size α, which will be determined later. She randomly selects each 1-bit (by storing the bit's stream location index) into the sample with some probability p. After processing the stream, the number of 1-bits selected into the sample multiplied by 1/p can be a good estimate of the number of 1-bits in the stream, if α is large enough.
Adaptive random sampling However, Alice does not know in advance how many 1-bits will be present in her stream and thus cannot decide an appropriate sample probability p. If the sample probability is too high, the sample size may not be big enough to accommodate all the selected 1-bits; if the sample probability is too small, the sample may not select enough 1-bits to yield a good estimate. To overcome this difficulty, Alice adaptively changes the sample probability over the course of her stream processing. The sample probability is determined by the sample level , which starts from 0 and increases towards 1, 2, . . .. At sample level , every incoming 1-bit is selected into the sample with sample probability P = 1/2 (In our method, P is not exactly but is nearly equal to 1/2 and will be clear later). Alice is always aware of her current sample probability by remembering her current sample level .
Coordinated adaptive random sampling However, Gibbons and Tirthapura showed that if all the processors do their random sampling independently, ( √ n) bits of workspace at each processor is necessary even for an estimate of the distributed basic counting with a relative error bound [14] . The way in [14] to overcome this space lower bound is to coordinate the random sampling procedures by using a common hash function to simulate the sampling procedure. The hash function used in [14] is pair-wise independent and is defined over the Galois field G F (2 λ ) [20] , where λ = log n. Their hash function maps the stream location indexes {1, 2, . . . , n} to the sample levels {0, 1, . . . , λ}. The hash function provides that the probability that a stream location index is hashed to a particular sample level i is exactly equal to 1/2
i+1 . An incoming 1-bit will be selected into the sample if and only if its stream location index is hashed to a sample level i ≥ , where is the current sample level. Thus, in average, only 1/2 +1 + 1/2 +2 + . . . + 1/2 λ ≈ 1/2 of the n stream element locations will be selected, which is the goal of the adaptive sampling -each stream location should be selected with probability P = 1/2 . Clearly, coordinated adaptive random sampling yields the same set of selected stream locations at all processors if they are on the same sample level. Of course, those selected locations that do not have 1-bits will not be saved in the sample.
When the sample is full
The sample level will be incremented by one, when the sample becomes full. All the 1-bits that are currently in the sample and whose stream location indexes' hash values are less than the new sample level will be discarded from the sample. By doing so, all the 1-bits that Alice has received so far have been assigned the same sample probability P for selection. Alice will then continue her processing of the new incoming 1-bits using the current sample probability P until the sample becomes full again.
When the referee receives a query for U All processors will send their samples and sample levels to the referee. For each sample, if its sample level is smaller than max , the largest sample level the referee has received, the referee will increase its sample level to max by retaining only those 1-bits whose hash values are larger than or equal to max . After this re-sampling step, all the samples will share the same sample level. The referee will then union all the samples by conducting bit-wise OR of the selected 1-bits according to their stream locations. The number of 1-bits in union multiplied by 1/P max will be returned by the referee as the answer to the query for U .
Use a different hash function for sampling
Our method follows GT's structure but uses a different hash function to conduct the coordinated adaptive sampling procedure. Since the choice of the hash function is critical for the improvement of the processing speed, we provide its Algorithm 1: GT's coordinated adaptive sampling for distributed basic counting using the pairwise independent hash function h(x) = (ax + b) mod p. 
It is well known [6] that:
• h is pair-wise independent, i.e., for any x 1 = x 2 and y 1 ,
For each ∈ {0, 1, . . . , log p }, we define:
Our sampling policy is that a stream element a i will be selected into the sample if a i = 1 and h(i) ∈ R . Since the hash values {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} are uniformly distributed, the probability of selecting any 1-bit at sample level is:
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode of GT's coordinated adaptive sampling, plugged in our new hash function, for estimating U of two streams.
The opportunity for speedup
GT's method checks every stream element at least once (Lines 4-5, Algorithm 1), which yields their time cost for processing a stream of n bits is at least (n). We observe that the hash values h(1), h (2), . . . of the hash function h we use (Section 3.2) follows some pattern, which will be made clear later. By taking advantage of this pattern, it is possible to skip over some stream elements without checking their hash values, because their hash values can be proved to be out of R . In particular, suppose a i is the element that we are currently processing and a i+d is the next element whose hash value is within R , we are able to design an algorithm that finds the value of d using O (log d) time. That says we will not need to literally check the elements a i+1 , a i+2 , . . . , a a+d−1 one by one. Our algorithm for finding the value of d is based on a recursive decomposition of the task, so that the new instance of the problem has a significantly smaller problem size. The recursive decomposition is based some properties of the hash function h(x) = (a · x + b) mod p that we use for coordinated adaptive sampling. 2 In stream processing, the size of the stream, n, is often very large; otherwise, it is not necessary to use small-space approximation algorithms to process the stream. So, it is reasonable to believe there exist prime numbers in the range [10n, 20n] . In the case where the integer range [10n, 20n] does not have any prime number, we can simply pick prime number p uniformly at random from a larger range, for example, [10n, 20in] , where i is increased from 1, 2, . . . , until we get a range that contains prime numbers. Picking the prime number p from a larger range will only increase the accuracy and success probability of our algorithm as well as GT's, and also will not increase the asymptotic space complexity and communication complexity of our algorithm as well as GT's if i is viewed as a constant.
It is worth noting that Vitter's technique for fast sampling [26] cannot be used in our setting for speedup, because that technique is to boost independent sampling, which provably needs ( √ n) bits [14] for distributed basic counting in the streaming model. Also, traditional filter-based load shedding techniques [3, 25] will not have provable accuracy guarantee. So, we need a new technique for boosting the coordinated adaptive sampling.
The new technique: direct sampling
The challenge for fast sampling is to find the next stream location that will be selected into the sample if that location has a 1-bit, without having to check the hash value of every stream location up to that sampled location. That is, suppose we are now at sample level and at the stream location x, we want to compute the following function quickly:
Note that for an arbitrary setting of the parameters of h, N x may not be well defined because the set {i ≥ 0 | h(x + i) ∈ R } can be empty. For example, if p = 8, a = 4, b = 2, = 2, x = 1, then for any i ≥ 0, the value of h(x + i) is always either 2 or 6, neither of which belongs to R = {0, 1}. However, it can be shown that when p is a prime number, N x is always well defined. We first prove that {h(x), h(x + 1), . . . h(x + p − 1)} and {0, 1, . . . , p − 1} are actually the same set of p distinct numbers. 
. . , p − 1 is a member of B and |A| = |B|, there must exist two integers i and j, such that 0
Combining the fact that 0 < a < p and 0 < j − i < p, the above Equation 2 indicates that p is not a prime number, which is a contradiction, thus the lemma is proved. 2
Lemma 4.2. For any p
Because L ≥ 0, there must exist at least one member in the set {h(x), h(x + 1), . . . , h(x + p − 1)} whose value is not larger than L, so the lemma is proved. 2 
Proof.
Recall that by design the sample level is no more than log p (Line 9, Algorithm 1), so
is always well defined and exists. 2
We can now focus on the design of an efficient algorithm for finding N x . 
Problem 1. Given integers
The subsequence S i denotes the ith round of the progression over Z p ; (3) f i is the smallest element in S i . Suppose L = 1 in the setting of Problem 1, the answer should be d = 5, because S [5] is the first element whose value is not larger than L. 
Possible solutions
A naive method, as used in [14] , is to iteratively check the value of (u
if a nonnegative d is eventually found and the procedure will even never stop if a nonnegative d does not exist at all.
A better solution is to use the Hits function from [22] . Given a fixed-sized prefix of the sequence S, Hits can efficiently calculate the number of elements in the prefix whose values are less than or equal to L using O (log y) time, where y is the length of the prefix. Assuming a nonnegative d exists for Problem 1, if we can make a good guess of the length of the prefix, such that y ≥ d, meaning the prefix includes at least one element whose value is less than or equal to L. Then we can use a binary search over the prefix to locate the first element whose value is less than or equal to L. [10] . Given a prefix of size y of the sequence S, by using O (log y) of time, MinHit can find the first element in the prefix that is less than or equal to L or return −1 if such element does not exist. Similar unsolved issues exist: (1) It is not clear how to make a good guess of the size of a prefix so that it includes at least one element that is not larger than L. Bad guesses lead to wasting of computational time as we have explained in the possible solution using Hits. (2) If d ≥ 0 does not exist, the method of using MinHit fails.
Our solution
We now present our algorithm called NextHit for solving Problem 1. Our approach is to directly modify the internal mechanism of the MinHit function so it can work with an infinitely long sequence.
Note that the sequence S is an arithmetic progression over Z p with common distance a. For i = 0, 1, . . . , let S i denote the subsequence which is the ith round of the progression and f i denote the first element in S i . Let F = f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , . . . and |S i | denote the number of elements in S i . Fig. 2 shows an example S and its S i subsequences and F sequence.
We start the design of NextHit with the following critical observation from [22] .
Observation 4.1 (Observation 2 of [22]).
. . is an arithmetic progression over Z a , with common difference a − r (or −r, equivalently), where r = p mod a. That is, for every i ≥ 1: 
must be the first element whose value is not larger than L in the sequence F .
Lemma 4.4 (A generalization of [10, Lemma 3.6]). If
will not be returned either. This yields a contradiction. Next, we prove
will not be returned either. This is also a contradiction. 2
By observing S is an arithmetic progression over Z p , it is easy to get the following lemma.
Lemma 4.5 (Lemma 3.7 of [10]). If m
= min{i ≥ 0 | f i ≤ L} exists, then d = (mp − f 0 + f m )/a.
The overall strategy for solving Problem 1
We will first find the value of m, which will give us the value of f m due to Equation 3. Then, we will get the value of d (thus solving Problem 1) by using Lemma 4.5. That is, the task of solving Problem 1 can be reduced to the task of finding m, which in fact, as we will explain soon, is another instance of Problem 1 with a different parameter setting.
The next lemma will be used to convert an instance of Problem 1 to another instance of Problem 1 which has a different set of parameters but returns the same answer. Lemma 3.8 [10] 
Lemma 4.6 (A generalization of
In the trivial case where P and P are both empty, clearly d = d = −1. In the nontrivial case where P and P are not both empty, we first prove P = P by showing P ⊆ P and P ⊆ P .
Because d and d are the smallest values in P and P respectively, the fact P = P = ∅ directly yields d = d . 2
The mechanism of NextHit
Now we are ready to design the algorithmic mechanism of the NextHit algorithm using the discoveries we have presented. Given an instance of Problem 1 with parameter setting p, a, u, L, the easy case is u ≤ L, for which we will obviously return d = 0. Otherwise, because S[d] = f m (Lemma 4.4), we will reduce the task of solving Problem 1 with parameter setting p, a, u, L to the task of finding m such that f m is the first element whose value is not larger than L in the F sequence. Observe that the F sequence is also an arithmetic progression over a smaller ring Z a with common distance a − r (Observation 4.1), so the task of finding m is actually a new instance of Problem 1 with the following parameter setting:
Note that the returned value of the above instance actually will be equal to m − 1, because the F sequence is one indexing based. After m is recursively calculated, we will use Observation 4.1 to directly obtain f m :
Then we can use Lemma 4.5 to directly calculate d, which is the answer to the original instance of Problem 1:
However, the recursion (Equations 4) may not always be effective because the new progression's common distance a − r may not be much smaller than the old progression's common distance a (We will explain later why the size of the common distance is relevant to both the time and space complexities of the NextHit algorithm). Fortunately, by using Lemma 4.6, we can overcome this difficulty by converting the recursive instance to another instance which returns the same answer but works on a progression with a smaller common distance. We summarize the two possible reductions in the following. (x, , p, a, b) .
// This will not happen if p is a prime number. 3 else return x + N ; Algorithm 3: NextHit(p, a, u, L) . 
Case 1: a − r ≤ a/2. We want to work with a − r. Problem 1 is recursively reduced to a new instance of Problem 1 of a smaller size that finds m over sequence F by setting:
Case 2: r < a/2. We want to work with r. We first recursively reduce Problem 1 to the same setting as in Case 1, which will be further converted to the following parameter setting because of Lemma 4.6:
After adding some trivial recursion exit conditions, we present the pseudocode of NextHit in Algorithm 3, which directly reflects the algorithmic idea that we have presented. Once NextHit is clear, the calculation of DirectSample becomes trivial and is presented in Algorithm 2. F that is not larger than L. By Lemma 4.6, we know the recursive call at Line 9 will return the same result as that from Line 8. In the case where −1 is returned by the recursive call (Line 8 or 9), it means no element in the F sequence is less than or equal to L. In that case, we will return d = −1 (Line 10). Otherwise, Lines 12-13 calculates and returns the value of d using the results returned by the preceding recursive call (Lemma 4.5).
Time Complexity. We assume that the additions, multiplications, and divisions take unit time. At each recursive call (Line 8 or 9), we have a new ≤ a/2, plus the fact that in the worst case the recursion will return when a = 1 (Line 2), so the depth of the recursions is no more than log a. Because the time cost for the local computation in each recursive call is constant (Lines 1-7 and 10-13), the time complexity of NextHit is O (log a). In the particular case where p is a prime number, which is the case in the use of NextHit for distributed basic counting in this paper, we know the value of d returned by NextHit is always non-negative (Lemma 4.2). In this case, the length of the arithmetic progression that the caller of NextHit works with is d + 1. Because at each recursive call, we have the common distance in the new progression reduced by at least half, so the length of the progression that the next recursive NextHit will work with is no more than a half of the caller's progression. This observation implies that the depth of the recursion is no more than log d, so the overall time cost is bounded by O (log d). Comparing with the time cost of NextHit in the general case, we see the time cost of NextHit in this particular case is O (min(log a, log d) In the case where p is a prime number, the depth of the recursion is bounded by O (log d), which we have explained the time complexity analysis, so the total space cost is no more than O (log p · log d). Comparing with the space cost of NextHit in the general case, we get the time cost of NextHit in this particular case is O (log p · min(log a, log d)). 2
Corollary 4.1 (Correctness and time and space complexity of DirectSample). DirectSample(x, , p, a, b) finds the next -level sample location on or after the xth stream element using O (min(log a, log d)) time and O (log n · min(log a, log d)) bits of space, where n is an upper bound of the stream size and x + d is the value returned by DirectSample.
Proof. The time and space cost of DirectSample is dominated by the NextHit subroutine. By Theorem 4.1 and combining the fact that p is a random prime number chosen from [10n, 20n], we can get the claim proved. 2
Boosting the distributed basic counting via direct sampling
Now we present the complete picture of our new method for basic counting on the union of multiple streams, followed by its correctness proof and the analysis of its time, space, and communication complexities.
Algorithm description
The formal description of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 4. Note that one instance of the algorithm does not automatically yield an ( , δ)-estimate of U , but produces an estimate within a factor of of U with a constant probability. The standard technique to reduce the failure probability from a constant to the user-input parameter δ is to run in parallel O (log(1/δ)) independent instances of the algorithm and return the median of the results from those instances.
The overall structure of the algorithm is still coordinated adaptive sampling, but uses the hash function h and thus can use the direct sampling technique as a subroutine for a faster sampling procedure. We first randomly pick a pairwise independent hash function h (Line 1) as defined in Section 3.2. The hash function h is shared by both the stream processors (Alice and Bob) and the referee for coordinated sampling. Each processor starts with an empty sample of size α = 60/ 2 and the sample level = 0 (Line 3).
The use of direct sampling The algorithm does not check the hash value of every stream element. After processing a particular stream element a i (Lines 6-11), the algorithm calls DirectSample(i + 1, , p, a, b) (Line 12) to find the next stream element that needs to be checked at the current sample level . The algorithm will go to sleep until that element arrives. That is, all the stream elements that do not have the possibility to be selected regardless of its value will be ignored (Line 5).
When the element whose location index was returned by DirectSample arrives, it will be selected into the sample if it is a 1-bit (Line 6). Note that we do not need to check the element's hash value as it has been guaranteed to be in R by DirectSample. After the element is processed (Lines 6-11), the function call at Line 12 gives the next stream location, at which the stream element will need to be checked. By using the direct sampling technique, our method intuitively is much faster than GT's method, which we will show later through both theoretical analysis and empirical study.
In the case where the sample becomes overflow after the insertion of a new element (Line 8), the sample level will be increased by one (Line 9). All the stream elements that are currently in the sample but whose hash values do not belong to R will be discard from the sample (Line 11). The sample level will keep increasing until the sample is not overflowed (Line 8). There is a possibility that the sample level can exceed log p . If that happens, the algorithm fails, but we will later show the probability of this event is very low. The procedure at the referee to answer a query for U (Lines 15-19) is the same as the one in Algorithm 1.
Correctness
Note that our method still uses the coordinated adaptive sampling on the high level, but uses DirectSample for speedup, so the correctness proof of our method follows a parallel structure of the proof by Gibbons and Tirthapura [14] . We present the entire proof here, because the hash function used in our method is different and also for completeness.
The only difference between Algorithms 1 and 4 lies in the behavior of the stream processors. The processors in Algorithm 1 process every incoming stream element, whereas the processors Algorithm 4 ignore those stream elements that have no possibility to be selected into the sample. Due to the correctness of DirectSample used by Algorithm 4 for faster sampling, given the same data stream and using the same hash function, a processor using Algorithm 1 will end up with the same collection of selected elements as a processor using Algorithm 4 after processing the stream. Recall that the behavior of the referee from both algorithms is identical. So, given the same distributed streams and the same hash function for coordinated sampling, the answer returned by the referee of Algorithm 1 will be the same as the one returned by the referee of Algorithm 4. Thus, we can prove the correctness of Algorithm 4 by showing the correctness proof of Algorithm 1.
Because the sampling procedures at both the processors and the referee are coordinated, the sample obtained by the referee at the query time can be viewed as the one whose elements are directly sampled by the referee from the stream 1 U . The quality of the answer returned by the referee is solely determined by this sample, so our correctness proof will be focused on the analysis of this sample. (A, B) . We will use U to represent U (A, B) if the context is clear. The following process is hypothetical, visualized only to serve the correctness proof, and does not actually happen at the referee.
The referee maintains log p + 1 samples of level = 0, 1, . . . , log p . For each i ∈ 1 U , the element i is selected into the sample of level if and only if h(i) ∈ R . Definition 5.1. For = 0, 1, . . . , log p :
1. We define, for each i ∈ 1 U , the Bernoulli random variable
2. We define the random variable X = i∈1 U X ,i . 3. We say the sample of level is bad, if |X /P − U | > U .
We say random event B happens if level is bad.
Lemma 5.1. For each = 0, 1, . . . , log p :
Proof. It is clear that for any ∈ {0, 1, . . . , log p } and any i ∈ 1 U , we have 1/2 +1 ≤ Pr[ Proof. Note that, for a particular ∈ {0, 1, . . . , log p } and any i, j ∈ 1 U and i = j, the random variables X ,i and X , j are pairwise independent. Then, it follows that,
Proof. 
Recall that * is the sample level at which the referee answer the query (Line 14, Algorithm 1 and Line 16 of 4). Proof. The algorithm can fail for two possibilities: (1) it stops at a sample level ≤ log p , but the level is bad; or (2) it reaches the sample level log p + 1 and the algorithm just exits (Line 10, Algorithm 4). So, 
2
Let β = 24 ln(1/δ) . The next theorem shows that we can further reduce the failure probability to the user input parameter δ by running β independent instances of Algorithm 4 and returning the median of the answers of those β instances as the estimate of U . That is, we run β instances of Algorithm 4 in parallel. Each instance involves Alice, Bob, and the referee. Each instance independently picks its own random hash function h(x) = (ax + b) mod p, by independently picking the set of random numbers a, b, and p, as is described in Section 3.2. The hash function picked by one instance is shared by Alice, Bob, and the referee. Upon receiving the query for U , the referee of each instance generates one estimate for U , as is described in Algorithm 4. The median of those β estimates from the β instances is returned as the final answer to the query. 
If the median of the β independent answers is not an -estimate, it means that more than β/2 answers are not -estimate, i.e., Y > β/2. We want to bound Pr[Y > β/2].
For proof purpose, we define another binomial random variable X = 
so it is obvious:
That is, the probability that median of the answers returned by the β independent instances of Algorithm 4 is not an -estimate is no more than δ. Proof. The total time cost of Algorithm 4 for processing a stream includes the time cost for (1) the DirectSample function calls (Line 12), (2) inserting the selected 1-bits into the sample at various levels (Line 7), and (3) increasing the sample level when the sample is full (Lines 8-11 ). 
The total processing time is bounded by
where the three terms capture the time cost of type (1), (2), and (3), respectively. Following Equation 6,
The above bound is also tight. For example, when the stream has all 0-bits, the sample will always be empty and thus will always be at level 0, meaning every stream element will be checked, giving a total time cost of at least (n). Therefore, the worst case total time cost of one instance of Algorithm 4 is (n). The claim in the theorem follows due to the fact that we need to run β instances of Algorithm 4 (Theorem 5.1) in order to maintain an ( , δ)-estimate of U . 2
(1) (n log(1/δ)) is GT's total time cost in any case, but it rarely occurs with our method. In order to make our method to spend a time cost of (n log(1/δ)), almost every bit in the stream has to be a 0-bit, which is unlikely to happen for a γ -random bit stream. (2) It is necessary to spend (n log(1/δ)) in the worst case, because in the case all stream elements are 0-bits, we need to check every stream element if we want to estimate U with a relative error guarantee. Proof. The time cost of Algorithm 4 for processing one stream element in the worst case includes those for (1) the function call for DirectSample (Line 12), (2) inserting the element into the sample if it is a 1-bit (Line 7), and (3) increasing the sample level when the sample is full (Lines 8-11 ).
The time cost of type (1) is bounded by O (log n). The time cost of type (2) is bounded by O (1). Next, let's look at the time cost of type (3). We organize all the elements in the sample into multiple linked lists. Each linked list is the collection of elements who share the same highest sample level through which the element will still remain in the sample. We call this level as the list's surviving level. Note that there can be at most log p + 1 linked lists, because the algorithm maintains no more than log p + 1 sample levels. Every time we need to insert a new element into the sample, there will be two cases.
Case 1: the sample is not full. We will first find which linked list the new element belongs to. This takes O ( log p ) = O (log n) time. We will then insert the new element into that linked list which takes O (1) time. So altogether, the time cost of type (3) is O (log n).
Case 2: if the sample is full, we will discard the elements from the sample in a lazy manner. We will first keep increasing the sample level until we get at least one linked list L whose surviving level is smaller than the current sample level. This takes no more than O ( log p ) = O (log n) time, because the algorithm maintains no more than log p + 1 levels. We will then delete an element from L. Then we insert the new element into the appropriate linked list that the new element belongs to. This again takes no more than O ( log p ) = O (log n) time, since we need to find that right linked list among at most log p + 1 linked lists. So altogether, the time cost of type (3) in this case is O (log n). This bound is also tight. For example, suppose at some certain point of time there are (log n) linked list being maintained in the sample. In that case, finding the appropriate linked list to insert the new element will take (log n) time in the worst case, meaning the time cost of type (3) will be indeed (log n).
Add the time cost of type (1), (2), and (3), we get the worst-case time cost for processing one stream element by one instance of Algorithm 4 is (log n). The claim in the theorem then follows due to the fact that we need to run β instances of Algorithm 4 (Theorem 5.1) in order to maintain an ( , δ)-estimate of U . 2
In practice, when the stream size is large, only a very small portion of the stream will be checked in our method. This indicates the probability of any particular element being processed by more than a constant number of instances of Algorithm 4 is very low. So, our method's worst-case time cost per element will be O (log n) with high probability.
Intuitively, the new ingredient DirectSample can significantly speed up the stream processing in practice. Next, we
show that the average total time cost of Algorithm 4 for processing a γ -random bit stream is indeed sublinear of the stream size. Recall that the notion of γ -random bit stream (Definition 1.2) can fit into the distribution of many real-world streams. Proof. There are no more than log p sample levels and the sample size is α = 60/ 2 , so the number of 1-bits that are selected by one instance of Algorithm 4 over the course of the stream processing is no more than α log p , which is also true even if the sample level exceeds log p as the algorithm will exit in that case (Line 10).
On the other hand, in a γ -random bit stream, the probability that a stream location selected by DirectSample indeed has a 1-bit is at least γ . So, for each 1-bit that is selected over the course of stream processing, on average we had made 1/γ DirectSample function calls before a 1-bit is selected. 3 Therefore, in average, there are no more than (1/γ )α log p stream elements that have been checked by Algorithm 4. By Theorem 5.3, we know the worst-case per-element time cost by one instance of Algorithm 4 is (log n), we get the average-case total time cost by one instance of Algorithm 4 for
The claim in the theorem then follows from the fact that we need to run β instances of Algorithm 4 (Theorem 5.1) in order to guarantee an ( , δ)-estimate guarantee of U . 2
(1) Our method is significantly faster than GT's in practice, providing the first sublinear-time algorithm in the average case for the distributed basic counting problem over most real-world streams. (2) Our method provides the users with the new tradeoff that a lower accuracy demand (a larger value for ) promises a faster processing speed, whereas GT's is (n log(1/δ)) in any case.
Space and communication complexity

Theorem 5.5 (Space and communication cost). To maintain an ( , δ)-estimate of U : (1) the workspace at each processor is O ((1/
2 + log n) log(1/δ) log n) bits. (2) 2 ) log(1/δ) log n) bits.
Proof. The workspace at processors. The workspace by each processor is O ((1/ 2 + log n) log(1/δ) log n) bits, including the following memory usages.
• The memory space for storing the sample system. The sample maintained by each processor contains no more than α = 60/ 2 integers from the range [1, n] , using no more than O (α log n) = O ((1/ 2 ) log n) bits. The memory usage for recording the hashing function is O (log n) bits, because the three parameters a, b, p that define the hash function h(x) = (ax + b) mod p are all bounded O (n) bits (Section 3.2). The number of bits used for recording the current sample level is bounded by O (log log p) = O (log log n), because the sample level is no more than log p . There are β = 24 ln(1/δ) instances running in parallel on each processor, so the total memory cost for the sample system at each processor is O ((1/ 2 ) log n + log n + log n log n) log(1/δ)) = O ((1/ 2 ) log(1/δ) log n) bits.
• The stack memory cost for the DirectSample function call (Line 12, Algorithm 4). It has been proved in Corollary 4.1 that the space usage by one DirectSample function call is no more than O (log n · min(log a, log d)) = O (log 2 n) bits.
There are β = 24 ln(1/δ) instances running in parallel on each processor, so the total memory cost for the DirectSample function calls is no more than O (log(1/δ) log 2 n) bits.
The workspace at the referee. The memory needs by the referee is only for storing the samples it has received from the two processors, where the space usage of the samples from each processor is O ((1/ 2 ) log(1/δ) log n) bits.
The communication cost per query and per link. Upon the arrival of a query at the referee, the only information that the referee needs to collect from the processors is the samples maintained by the processors. So, the communication cost per query and per link is O ((1/ 2 ) log(1/δ) log n) bits, the space usage of the samples sent from one processor. 2
Compared with the space usage of GT's, each processor's extra space cost in our method is O (log 2 n log(1/δ)) bits due to the DirectSample function calls. This extra space usage is a lower order term compared with GT's space usage when the value of is reasonably small (for ex., ≤ 0.1). Further, this extra space cost occurs only O (log n) times for each algorithm instance in average during the stream processing, because there are only O (log n) DirectSample function calls within one algorithm instance in average over the course of stream processing. In practice the stream size n is often very large, which is usually the case in stream processing (otherwise there is no need to design space-efficient streaming algorithms), the stream locations that are returned by DirectSample within one algorithm instance will be very sparse, meaning the probability that those β parallel instances will call the DirectSample function at the same time is very low. So, in practice, the extra space used for stack maintenance in the β instances will be only O (log 2 n) bits and occurs only O (log n) times with high probability. We will later show through experiments with both real-world and synthetic data that this extra space usage is too negligible to be detected by the OS.
Extension: multiple streams and multiple processors
It is trivial to extend our method for maintaining an ( , δ)-estimate for the distributed basic counting over k > 2 streams that are processed by k processors, for some constant k. The procedure at each of these k processors will be exactly the same as the procedure in the 2-stream scenario. The difference is when a query arrives, the referee needs to collect the samples and their sample levels from all the processors, and then run the following procedure to generate the estimate for U (Equation 1). The correctness proof and time and space complexity analysis for the 2-stream case can be directly applied to this k-stream scenario.
Referee: // Upon receiving a query for U.
Experiments
Goal Recall that our method speeds up GT's coordinated adaptive sampling (a.k.a. distinct sampling) without losing its accuracy guarantee. Since the accuracy of adaptive sampling has been well tested by prior work [13, 10] , it is sufficient to demonstrate the time and space efficiency of our method compared with GT's. Further, our method speeds up the processing of every individual stream and thus improve the overall parallel processing speed on multiple distributed streams, it is sufficient to demonstrate the performance of our method and GT's on one single stream.
Main messages (1) Our method is exponentially faster than GT's method, whose processing time is linear of the stream size. (2) Our method's processing speed increases when the accuracy demand decreases (the value of increases), while GT's method's processing speed does not change regardless of the value of . (3) Our method does not introduce any detectable space overhead, regardless of the data sets and the value of , compared with the space cost by GT's. All the above observations are perfectly consistent with the theoretical results summarized in Table 1 .
Setup and measurement methods All of our experiments were conducted on a Dell Precision T5500s machine that has a 2.13 GHz Quad-core E5506 CPU with 4M cache. The machine runs 64-bit Ubuntu 10.04 and has 8GB DDR3 ECC 1066 MHz Table 2 The time cost (in seconds) of both GT's and our methods in the processing of multiple bit streams with different accuracy demands . The processing speed of GT's does not change with , while ours becomes faster when increases. In all cases, our method is significantly faster than GT's method. 
SDRAM. We faithfully implemented the coordinated adaptive sampling both with and without using the DirectSample technique (Algorithms 1 and 4) using the C++ programming language. 4 All executables were built by GCC 4.4.3. We use the system time to measure the time cost. We measure the space usage of our programs by VmPeak minus the memory cost for storing the data sets. VmPeak is an entry in the /proc/<pid>/status file, provided by the Linux system. It captures the peak usage in KB of the total amount of virtual memory used by the process, including the memory cost for the code, data, and shared libraries plus the pages that have been swapped out. VmPeak represents the peak of the actual total memory cost of the process.
Data source
We used the following real-world and synthetic data in our experiments. We scan and process each data set as a bit stream in our experiments.
• Audio Bible. 5 We concatenated all the MP3 files of the audio Bible. It has a total of 919,658,056 bits, of which 460,805,446 are 1-bits.
• Video of President's speech. 6 It has a total of 1,434,146,160 bits, of which 710,447,850 are 1-bits.
• NASA Earth image. 7 It has a total of 1,575,903,872 bits, of which 789,808,848 are 1-bits.
• Day 37 of Worldcup 98's network traffic. 8 It has a total of 893,788,160 bits, of which 257,380,419 are 1-bits.
• Synthetic data. Two synthetic bit sequences, where the probabilities of having a 1-bit are 0.3 and 0.4, respectively. Each sequence has a total of 1,000,000,000 bits, of which 300,023,303 and 400,002,206 are 1-bits, respectively. Table 2 shows the total time cost of both methods in processing different data sets with different accuracy demands. Overall boosting. Our method overall is significantly faster than GT's by a factor of several to several thousand times. This speedup becomes more significant when the value of increases and/or the stream size (more precisely, the number of 1-bits in the stream) increases. When deployed in the real world, where the stream size is nearly unbounded, our method can save a vast majority of the processing time and energy that is needed by GT's.
Time efficiency
A new tradeoff. The time cost of GT's method is independent from the value of , because their technique processes every stream element. However, our method becomes much faster when the value of increases. This is because a larger yields a smaller sample size, which makes the sample level be increased more often. Recall that a higher sample level selects stream elements with smaller probability, so it helps our DirectSample technique be able to skip more stream elements. Fig. 4 . The space usage (in KB) of both methods in the processing of multiple bit streams with different . The space usage of both methods increases when decreases and is independent from the stream size. There is no detectable extra space cost by our method compared with GT's.
This new feature in our method is important and useful, because it provides the user with a new trade-off that a lower accuracy demand will not only save memory space but also will speed up the data processing. Even faster for longer streams. The more 1-bits are present in the stream, the more significant improvement our method makes against GT's method. This is because more 1-bits leads to a higher sample level during the stream processing, which yields a lower sampling probability. That helps DirectSample skip over more stream elements, leading to an overall faster processing speed.
Sublinear-linear time cost. Fig. 3 shows that the time cost of GT's method is linear of the stream size, simply because their method processes every stream element, whereas our method's processing time is sublinear of the stream size. The figure again shows our method overall is much faster than GT's, especially when the stream size (the number of 1-bits in the stream, indeed) becomes larger for the reason that we have given above. The plot in Fig. 3 shows the case where = 0.01. Similar plot patterns can be observed for = 0.02, 0.05, 0.1, and 0.2, and we omit the display of those figures for concision.
Space efficiency
We show the space usage of both methods in Fig. 4 , which reveals the following observations. Space usage only depends on . The space usages of both methods are independent of stream size, but heavily depend upon the value of . When the value of decreases, the space usage increases. This is consistent with the theoretical resultsthe space usage of one instance of GT's and our method are O ((1/ 2 ) log n) bits and O ((1/ 2 + log n) log n) bits, respectively. Note that we use the 64-bit unsigned long int to represent the stream size, so the impact of the log n term in the big-oh bounds becomes fixed.
No detectable extra space usage. For all data sets and all values, there is no detectable extra space usage by our method.
That is, the extra space cost of O (log 2 n) bits by our method from the theoretical analysis is too negligible to be detected by the OS in practice.
Conclusion
In this paper, we designed DirectSample, a new technique for fast sampling, and used it in the coordinated adaptive sampling for distributed basic counting. Both the theoretical analysis and the experimental results show that our method is exponentially faster than the state-of-the-art GT's method. Further, the extra space usage by our method from the theoretical analysis is not only negligible in theory but also undetectable in practice. Our new method can potentially save a vast majority of processing time and energy needed by GT's method in the processing of real-world streams, whose size is nearly unbounded. We also believe the new DirectSample technique can be of other independent interest.
